For Walls
Color Options

Whether your project is a new backsplash, a shower, or a wall,
tile trims can beautify and inspire while providing exceptional
protection from chipping or breakage of tiled edges. Our patent
pending integrated Straight Edge Grout Line™ feature, creates a
perfect space differential between the tile and trim. We offer a
wide selection of premium finishes, backed by a industry leading
10YR wear and finish warranty.

Perfect choices for protecting your mosaic or wall tiles.
L-Shape Straight edges are available in both aluminum
and PVC. This profile is an excellent choice for a subtle
finished look for edges, bath and shower enclosures and
flooring of same height. PVC trims can be used for a
lower cost option on wall edges and corners, but should
not be used in flooring applications.
R-Shape- Choose this profile for with gentle curved or
round feature. Perfect for choice for edges along shower
walls, tub frames or counter tops. PVC trims can be used
for a lower cost option on walls and
Q-Shape- The unique reveal of this square shape profile is
an excellent alternative for walls or counter edges. Can
be used in floor or wall applications.
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For Floors
Color Options

Whether your project is a new entry way, bathroom, or beautiful
tiled floors throughout your home, our trims help protect your
investment and add a touch of class to the finished look. Patent
pending designs and the industry's best wear and finish
warranty make our trims the choice of leading retailers and
professionals across the country. The L, Q, and U shape profiles
feature our integrated Straight Edge Grout Line™ creating the
exact spacing you need between the trim and tile.

Perfect choices for protecting floor tiles.
L-Shape-straight edge profiles available in both aluminum
and PVC. This profile is an excellent choice for a subtle
finished look for transitions between floors of equal
height. PVC trims can be used for a lower cost option on
wall edges and corners, but should not be used in flooring
applications.
Q- Shape- Popular square shape can be used in a wide
variety of flooring applications. Create decorative
accents in flooring.
U-Shape- A smartly designed universal floor reducer. Use
this profile when you need a product to transition
between your tiled floor and a floor of slightly lower
elevation. Its ADA (American Disability Act) and features
our integrated Straight Edge Grout Line™. applications.
T-Shape- Easily installs and creates a flat seam binder that
transitions floors of equal heights. Also used to create
accents in floor and wall applications.
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